
Wiping cloth

Features of the Wipingcloth

Prevents cloths from spreading viruses and bacteria.
Unlike an ordinary cloth, these cloths do not become 
hot beds for viruses and bacteria.

Viruses are f irmly trapped on the 
surface of the cloth, reducing the 
numbers of specif ic viruses.

Point 1
�e powerful anti-bacterial 
ef fects reduce the growth of 
bacteria and prevent 
unpleasant odors.

Point 2
�e anti-viral and anti-bacterial performance 
continues even after repeated washing. 
�e cloths can be used around 30 times 
when hand-washed with water or a neutral 
detergent, or around 10 times when washed 
with laundry detergent in a washing machine.

Point 3

Japanese-made high quality and 
reliability. From material selection 
to processing, all manufacturing 
process are performed in Japan.

Point 4
Acquired SEK mark certif ication 
for Antiviral Finished Product, 
Antibacterial Finished Product, and 
Antimicrobial Finished Product.

Point 5

Wipe surfaces without causing 
viruses and bacteria to spread.



In nursing care facilities, kitchens, and other places

Situations of use

Product specif ications

When wiping tables and other surfaces,  
there is the risk that the cloth may spread 
viruses and bacteria.

Because Cuf itec® reduces the numbers of 
viruses on the cloth surface, and inhibits 
bacteria growth, it prevents the cloth from 
becoming a hot bed for viruses and 
bacteria that spreads them as it is used.

Ordinary

Cuf itec®

Advantages

Product name Cuf itec® wiping cloth

Rayon non-woven fabric

26 cm × 60 cm

Package contains 3 or 10 wiping cloths

Material

Size

Quantity

10 wiping cloth package 3 wiping cloth package
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* Image diagram

<Inquiries>

2-50-3 Toyoda, Hino-shi, Tokyo 191-0053   Tel: (042) 582-2496   FAX: (042) 582-4440   E-mail:cuf itec_nbc@nisshin.com

Use for cleaning tables, counters, and similar surfaces. Because these 
wiping cloths do not spread viruses and bacteria, they can be safely 
used in locations where food is handled.




